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by Doug TenNapel

by Thea Stilton

A concluding entry in the Nnewts trilogy
finds the team searching for a new hero
to protect Amphibopolis from the Lizzard
army in the wake of Blakk Mudd's
influence on Herk and the evil forces that
are corrupting Sissy and Zerk.

When one of the Thea Sisters' favorite
mystery writers goes missing, the five
mice travel to the author's native Iceland,
where they traverse the stunning
landscape and reconstruct the
dangerous plot of his latest novel.
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A standalone novel in the vein of No More
Dead Dogs follows the experiences of a
former bully who gets a chance at
redemption after a memory-impairing
accident tests whether he can change or
will revert to his previous ways.

Unsure who to count among her friends
and enemies in middle school,
Babymouse elects to stand out among
zombie peers, who crave everything from
fashionable sandals to cool lip gloss, by
joining the film club.
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by James Patterson
Tiring of being bullied, a pair of middle
school underdogs with embarrassing
nicknames finally win the day when their
troubles inspire a hit television show,
bringing hope and laughter to legions of
fans.

by Chris Colfer
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by Chris Grabenstein
The best-selling author of Escape From
Mr. Lemoncello's Library continues the
story of P.T. and his friend Gloria, who
attempt to convince the producers of an
exciting new movie that the Wonderland
motel would be a perfect filming location.
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As summer camp draws to a close, Blue
and White teams compete in the Color
Wars

A highly anticipated conclusion to the
epic series finds Conner and Alex
preparing to wage their biggest battle yet
when the heroes and villains from the
Land of Stories escape into New York.

by Suzanne Selfors
When twelve-year-old Lucky Prescott
and her family leave behind their secure
city life for a new home in the Wild West
town of Miradero, her life is changed
when she meets a wild stallion named
Spirit

Maggie and the Flying H
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by E. D Baker
Seeing magical woodland creatures that
nobody else seems to notice, 8-year-old
Maggie encounters an injured flying
horse and embarks on a dangerous
journey to bring the horse to safety.

